NEWSLETTER
Friday 26 June 2020

Celebration Assembly took on a slightly different twist this morning as I led it in my Liverpool shirt following last
night’s confirmation of the Premier League title! It was wonderful to share the exciting moment with a few of
the young Liverpool fans here at school – I personally hope they won’t be waiting another 30 years before they
experience it again! I could go on about the TRACK values demonstrated in this current Liverpool FC set-up and
how a huge amount of hard work has helped them to succeed, but I won’t as it may not be quite as well received
by all.
Our Year Two children’s return to school coincided with a week of seriously hot weather. The sunshine has
allowed us to be slightly more creative with our curriculum, with the distinct separate groupings able to take part
in some outdoor music and P.E. alongside some ‘water fun’. Watching the Nursery children paddling in selfmade rock pools and hearing of our Reception class children hosing down their feet to keep cool were a couple of
inventive highlights.
We are really looking forward to Keeping Healthy Week at school next week and it is hard to believe that it is
also the final week of the school year. It has been lovely to see the majority of the children these last few days
and I know next week will be memorable, even if still not quite normal. Prize morning is always a wonderful way
to end the year. We are sorry not to be able to celebrate in the normal way but we endeavour to finish well and
give the children a very special experience to remember fondly.
Have a good weekend and we look forward to all the final week has to offer.
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Nursery
There certainly has been ‘water, water everywhere’ in Nursery
this week! Our water explorations have included spiders,
overflowing buckets, car washes and rock pools.
The children investigated capacity using coloured water and
different sized containers. They carefully filled, scooped and
poured the water into the containers, experimenting with the
different levels and using appropriate vocabulary to describe their
conclusions.
The children have been practicing their car washing skills on the
fire trucks and big cars so we’re sure they will be more than
happy to help at home too. They washed the cars and trucks as
they sang a song they had composed themselves.
Zac- “This car is called Betsy. He needs a little bit more cleaning.”
Ted - “I have put a special potion from the petrol station for
Betsy.”
Edward- “Betsy is very clean. We used water bubbles to brush
Betsy”.
We made Incy Wincy spiders - counting out, threading and
twisting 8 pipe cleaner legs to help our spider friends climb up the
drainpipe. This was very tricky but the children took their time
and worked carefully, telling us all about their new friends –
Oscar – “Look, my spider is bouncing on a flower.”
Damian called his spider “baby Luigi.”
Eliza said her spider had a hairy face and needed “a play area on
his web.”
Edward W’s spider had 8 eyes to match his 8 legs!
Theo made a whole family of spiders out of clay at home, they
will need a very big web to climb on!
The sunshine really did come out to dry everything up and Gabriel
said he wished he was at the beach so we decided the next best
thing was rock pools in the Nursery garden to paddle in. We
collected rocks, shells and our herbs became seaweed; it was
lovely to dabble our feet but we had to watch out for toe-nipping
crabs!

The Nursery Team
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YEAR 1
Reception
This week we have continued to learn
about The Lighthouse Keeper's Lunch. We
used information that we had been given
about his lunch to make our own
pictograms. We discussed how to interpret
information and discovered what he had
eaten most and least of. Lenny thought
they were 'pretty big words' but knew how
to find the answers within the text.
After we had read Mr Grinling’s secret
diary, we had a go at writing our own. We
discovered that being a lighthouse keeper
is a very hard job!

We tried to think about understanding
another person’s point of view and thought
about why the seagulls might have taken
Mr Grinling’s food. We made a conscience
alley and took turns to share our ideas.
Zach ' I think they took the food
because they wanted to make their parents
proud of them and show them that they
were a natural seagull'
Harrison ' I think they had baby seagulls at
home who were hungry'
Jean-Pierre 'perhaps the seagulls were
working for a boss'
Toran 'they took the food because they
hadn't eaten for weeks and were really
hungry'.
Cameron ' they shouldn't take it because
they might get sick'
Ivy 'they could have asked Mrs Grinling to
make them their own sandwich'

We still can't decide if Tom, Bert and Fred
the seagulls were being naughty or not by
stealing the sandwiches! What do you
think?
Finally, as it was so hot, we decided to
reward ourselves with a little cool down!
The Reception Team
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Year One
This week, we have been searching for
missing pirates, buried treasure and
dreaming about sailing away on an
exciting voyage, to a faraway land. In
English, we sketched a poster of a pirate.
Later we brain-stormed some suitable
adjectives that we could use to describe
our pirate. Then we were ready to design
a wanted poster. Here are some amazing
sentences that we included in our wanted
poster.
Charlie wrote: “Captain Machy is very
scary. He has an eye patch, red curly hair
and a thick black beard!”
Ted used lots of lovely similes to describe
his pirate: “He is as dark as a cloud, and
as angry as a shark. He is as skilled as a
ninja, and as fast as a cheetah. He has
kidnapped Captain Blackbeard. If you see
him- run for your life! His name is Captain
Orange Beard!”
The children had lots of fun searching for
buried treasure. They took part in a
treasure hunt. Clues were left on board
our pirate ship, in the playground. Each
clue provided instructions on how to find
the next clue. The children showed great
team spirit and worked collaboratively to
find hidden treasure.
Year One used their design skills to draw
their dream pirate ship. They were
buzzing with many good ideas. Some
children wanted to include a Jolly Roger
flag, others included gun ports. The
children used blue and white paint, and a
paintbrush to create a wild and raging
sea. Then on brown sugar paper, they
drew their pirate ship and added lots of
traditional features that must have been
found on pirate ships long, long ago. Can
you spot any sea monsters in these
troubled waters?
The Year One Team
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Year Two
It has been so wonderful welcoming Year 2 back to
school this week. The children have returned with
enthusiasm and energy, ready to learn! Even the
weather greeted us with a smile and we were able to
go outside, enjoy the sunshine and have our music
lessons under a shady canopy.
We have been busy learning about fractions, sharing
equally and looking for equivalence. It turns out that
everyone has been learning times tables whilst they
have been at home and this made fractions easier
than we thought!
We have been investigating our Earth and the Solar
System. As part of this we have looked at how the
earth rotates once every 24 hours, creating night and
day. This week the children planned an investigation
to see what would happen to shadows over the
course of the day.
They would get longer as the day goes on - Ishaan
I think they would be long in the morning because
mine was long when I came to school with daddy! Aaron
We simulated the sun with a torch and found out that
the shadows are shortest at midday. The children are
keen to test this at home over the weekend so let’s
hope the sun stays with us!
The Year Two Team
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TRACK News...
This week’s TRACK Certificates were awarded to:

NURSERY
Zayn for being super kind and caring. He looked after his friend and did some fantastic
tidying up.
Ted for Resilience in working really hard on his phonics and blending letter
sounds into words.

Kingsley for being kind. He has been very kind to his friends, sharing and taking turns.

RECEPTION
Cam B for being very resilient with his reading.
Felix for being resilient when joining his handwriting.

YEAR 1
Aydin for resilience, for working hard and not giving up on a tricky maths problem.
Arthur for caring about his work and presentation when making a wanted poster.

Year 2
Jono for Aspiration, for going the extra mile to explain his sports preferences in French.
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Your Fantastic Creations...
Daniel is making his own den for
animals using coconut shell and some
mud!

Nathanael has been conducting experiments with
shadows and sewing gifts in the shade and Benji
has also been experimenting at home!
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Horticultural Pursuits...

Arthur went fruit picking at Garsons
Farm in Esher!

Benji has been watching his
sunflower grow and is hoping it will
flower soon!
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Cookery News...

Chef Harley has been very busy at home,
whipping up delicious cup cakes and sandwiches!

Jeevan has also been very busy, helping his
Daddy in the kitchen!
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Outdoor Fun...
Gabriel was
delighted that Bird
World has reopened!

Jean-Pierre is having a
lot of fun playing
outside!

Joshua is photographed in front of a
World War 2 “pillbox” during a family
walk at Newlands Corner.
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Art News...
We loved Finn’s
space-inspired
Father’s Day card!

Wilbur made this beautifully textured
Peter Thorpe inspired painting and this
beautiful piece representing rockets
heading out of nebulae to black space!
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SPPA News...
It’s hard to believe that the academic year is soon to be coming to a close especially as this is usually such a busy
time of year for SPPA with the organisation of the SHPP Summer Fete. However, we have had some fantastic
events this year and hope that next year will be able to return to some sort of “normality” with SPPA events
being run by a mix of current SPPA volunteers and parents who will be new to being involved. If you would like
to get involved either with SPPA events or as a Class Rep please email us on: sppassoc@gmail.com
Second Hand Uniform
Uniformis continues to partner with Shrewsbury House Pre Prep to offer parents great quality, pre-loved school
uniform online available 24/7. Due to the current COVID-19 situation, items purchased via the SHPP Parents
Association shop will be delivered via RM First class until further notice. This is to avoid additional footfall at the
school.

Please note that we have been extremely busy and we have many parents looking for items and sizes currently
not in stock. If you have uniform in good condition that has simply been outgrown, pop on to the Uniformis
site, register and start selling. Using your mobile it takes less than 2 minutes to get set up and list your first item.
https://uniformis.online/

The SPPA Team

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us
on Twitter our handle is
@shspreprep and we regularly
update the account with news on
the exciting activities in which the
children are taking part.
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Cups and Trophies...

There were celebrations at Anfield and in Surrey
last night! Charlie, Mr Akhurst and the other
SHPP Liverpool fans were all very happy with the
result of the Premier League 2020!

It’s lovely to be awarded a cup on Prize Day, but sometimes it’s hard to part with it a year
later! For us here at the Pre-Prep it can provide a welcome opportunity to catch up with our
newest “Old Boys” as they return their beloved trophies. We were delighted to see Michael
and Jack this week, who kindly returned their cups and said hello.
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Pets News...
Here is Danny and his
mummy riding his aunty’s
horse, who is called Starsky.
They were taking Starsky for
a stroll at Epsom Polo Club,
feeding him and making
sure he stays well during the
heatwave!

Happy Birthday to...

Happy Birthday to Julian, who will be
four tomorrow!
We hope you have a lovely day.
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